the alnwick garden
for a truly magical wedding day

welcome to the alnwick garden…
I am delighted that you are considering The Alnwick Garden as a
venue for your wedding. The Garden makes a truly unique location
for civil wedding ceremonies and receptions, combining stunning
contemporary landscapes with delicious menu choices and a team
of efficient staff who are dedicated to making your day truly special.
The Garden’s striking panoramas provide the perfect atmospheric
backdrop to your wedding photographs, as well as a place for your
guests to wander and soak up the surroundings. Our wedding
ceremonies and receptions are held in the elegant Pavilion which
accommodates both large, lavish occasions and more
intimate celebrations.
The creation of The Alnwick Garden has been a journey of
dedication and imagination, as over the years it has been
transformed from a forgotten plot into the extraordinary
contemporary garden it is today – built on the imprint of the past.
I hope that The Garden will become a personal place where you can
come to share the memories of your special day, time after time.
Each wedding at The Alnwick Garden is unique and we would be
honoured to help with the planning of your special day.

the duchess of northumberland

unique by nature…
The Alnwick Garden is one of the most exciting contemporary
gardens to be developed anywhere in the world in the last 100
years. Inspired by the Duchess of Northumberland and designed by
the world-renowned Belgian landscape firm of Wirtz International,
The Garden’s counter piece is the Grand Cascade, a magnificent
tumbling mass of water surrounded by cool hornbeam arbours.
Beyond the Cascade is the geometric Ornamental Garden, with
inviting pathways bordered by lavender and fruit trees, and hidden
benches to catch the sun. On either side are individually conceived
garden spaces and structures- the fragrant Rose Garden, the
mysterious Bamboo Labrynth, the sinuous Serpent Garden and the
grim, locked Poison Garden- linked by a network of green shapes
and brought to life by water features. The flowing landscape that
results in a fascinating sequence of quiet and busy spaces that are
full of surprises.
Designed to appeal at every season and to evolve with the
changing year, The Garden is still being developed, with further
gardens planned for the future.

an unforgettable day…
The Alnwick Garden is a truly unique setting for the most
wonderful weddings, and with a license to hold marriages and
civil partnerships, The Garden can host ceremonies as well as
celebrations. Wedding guests can enjoy the beauty of The Garden
which is a perfect backdrop for photographs to treasure, along
with a selection of delicious menus and outstanding service.
Whether for an intimate and relaxed event or a more formal and
lavish affair, The Garden has special spaces with incredible views,
and a team dedicated to giving you a dream day.

your ceremony…
Ceremonies take place in the light and contemporary Pavilion
room, designed by Sir Michael Hopkins, overlooking one of the
world’s most exciting gardens. With glass walls and a high ceiling,
you can enjoy the panoramic views and beautiful colours of The
Garden in bloom. The Pavilion room can hold marriages and civil
partnerships for up to 200 guests with celebatory drinks served on
the terraces with captivating views.
Up to 500 guests can join the party, with dinner overlooking the
Grand Cascade followed by dancing under the stars and above
thousands of twinkling lights in the Pavilion Atrium.
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